L230 is a collagen-modifying protein that is isolated from the Acanthamoeba polyphaga mimivirus. It is a multi-domain bifunctional enzyme that is responsible for sequential lysine hydroxylation and glucosylation of mimivirus collagens that are located on the viral capsid. The 2.0Å apo structure of the truncated hydroxylase domain possesses a double stranded β-helix fold consisting of eight consecutive β-strands. L230 is a member of the 2-oxoglutarate dioxygenase superfamily and utilizes a conserved catalytic mechanism for hydroxylation of collagenous lysines. The hydroxylation mechanism requires several cofactors and cosubstrates including 2-oxoglutarate, dioxygen and ferrous iron. A highly conserved facial triad consisting of histidine 825, histidine 877 and aspartic acid 827 are responsible for the coordination of ferrous iron. The atomic structure reveals a distinctive dimeric interface that facilitates the spatial positioning of collagen prior to catalysis. Analysis of the surface architecture displays an extensive cavity that enables sequential diffusion of 2-oxoglutarate and the lysine selected for catalysis. Holo L230 with chemically diverse collagen mimetic peptides will provide structural insights into residues that confer substrate specificity. The atomic L230 hydroxylase domain structural determination provides an introduction into collagen hydroxylation and complements pursuit of L230 whole enzyme structural investigations for insight into bifunctional enzymatic coordination of mimivirus collagen biosynthesis.
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